### Featured Audiobooks

#### GRADES K - 5

- **NA994** Islandborn, Junot Diaz
  - AD600L
- **NB464** The Day You Begin, Jacqueline Woodson
  - AD980L
- **NB832** Thirty Minutes Over Oregon: A Japanese Pilot's World War II Story, Marc Tyler Nobleman
  - GN900L
- **NC084** Melia and Jo, Billy Aronson
  - AD610

#### GRADES 6 - 8

- **NA459** The Last Kids on Earth, Max Brallier
  - 650L
- **NC064** Lifeboat 12, Susan Hood
  - 610L
- **NB637** Real Friends, Shannon Hale
  - GN290L
- **NB934** Hope Solo - My Story, Hope Solo
  - 810L

#### GRADES 9 - 12

- **NA297** Persepolis: The Story of a Childhood, Marjane Satrapi
  - GN380L
- **NA473** La Belle Sauvage, Philip Pullman
  - HL770L
- **NC163** Audacity, Melanie Crowder
  - 1120L
- **NA638** I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter, Erika Sanchez
  - HL730L

- **NB608** Wedgie And Gizmo vs. The Great Outdoors, Suzanne Selfors
  - 510L
- **NB760** Dog Man: Brawl Of The Wild, Dav Pilkey
  - GN260L
- **NB959** Monster Mayhem, Christopher Eliopoulos
  - GN150L
- **NB823** First Generation: 36 Trailblazing Immigrants and Refugees Who Make America Great, Sandra Neil Wallace
  - 1050L

- **NB438** My Family Divided: One Girl's Journey of Loss, Hope, and Home, Diane Guerrero
  - 730L
- **NB609** The Parker Inheritance, Varian Johnson
  - 610L
- **NB296** Podkin One-Ear, Kieran Larwood
  - 820L
- **NC201** Theodore Boone: The Accomplice, John Grisham
  - 780L

- **NA297** The Stranger in the Woods: The Extraordinary Story of the Last True Hermit, Michael Finkel
  - N/A
- **NC040** Gunpowder Girls: The True Stories of Three Civil War Tragedies, Tanya Anderson
  - 1050L
- **NB606** Dear Evan Hansen: The Novel, Val Emmich
  - HL590L
- **NA728** The Boxer. The True Story of Holocaust Survivor Harry Haft, Reinhard Kleist
  - N/A